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KNIGHT FORK
Unlike Monsier Rabelais in his prologue to Gargantua we cannot dedicate
this new publication to either "illustrious Drinkers" or "precious
(unmentionables), there being few of the former and, I assume, none of
the latter around this place. Actually no dedication is required, but the novelty of something changing around here, other than the addition of a few buildings of late, is worth some comment, I think, especially in the field of
publications.
II

If after reading this first issue, it is not apparent that this publication
contains both humor, whether satirical or otherwise, and serious literature, let
me assure you that it does. Our aim in making this combination is quite
simple. In view of the performance of anotner certain publication in the
past in the field of what was called literature, which fortunately few were
aware of and fewer had the stamina to wade through, we felt that something
different was needed, a more savoury and appealing fare. Realizing the intellectual tendency of students toward the funny papers and comic books, we
immediately thought of cartoons and humor as necessary for any sort of
popularity.
Unfortunately this publication can claim no noble goals or high purposes
inherent in its formulation, which should be obvious after a couple of glances.
The satire has no pretensions to the role of Socratic "gad-fly," but is merely
intended to poke fun at things that are funny. For the rest of the material
an intention, if one were apparent, is not necessary anyway. The enjoyment
of the reader of course enters into the picture, but to return to Rabelais again,
with whom we are in perfect agreement in this case: " . . . read with
ease of body and rest of reins, and may a cancer carry you off if you disown
me after having read me".
THE EDITOR

BRIGHT COLLEGE DAYS
Judy Morton
The youth of America, upon graduating from
the local high school, have but one goal in mind—
to graduate from Harvard, Yale, or Vassar. As not
everyone can meet the rather rigorous entrance requirements of such notable institutions, the nowdisillusioned youth, who thought their diplomas—
black ink still gleaming wetly—would open any
door, are forced to look closer to home for intellectual windmills with which to tilt. Thus every year
several thousand victims of the ''educate the
masses" system of this nation darken the doors
of small but beloved ivy-covered halls such as this
one we so happily attend.
What does the freshman. expect? Professors
who are intellectual giants; sophisticated classmates;
and, above all, the answer to everything. What a
shame it is to see the black pall of disenchantment
settle on their shining young faces as they realize
that if there are answers, they haven't been found
yet, and that it takes a better man than any in
this year's crop of students to find them.
To prepare for college, the incoming "men"
and "women" (to quote the catalogue) read avidly
the latest editions of VOGUE, GENTLEMAN'S
QUARTERLY, and SEVENTEEN. From these publications they learn what every well-dressed young
person should wear, and they clothe themselves
accordingly. Thus we are able to distinguish the
frosh from the upper classmen. To further set them
apart, the aforementioned upper classmen see fit
yearly to subject these innocents to a variety of
indignities against which any but the young and
enthusiastic would rebel vehemently. This is done
in the spirit of good clean innocent fun, although
when the shoe is on the other foot, it is no longer
good, clean, innocent, or funny.
We spoke earlier of disillusionment and disenchantment. These mental states run rampant,
hand-in-hand with depression, racing through dormitories and fraternity and sorority houses. Some
few students go through life at college certain that
they will find the answers to all of life's little problems, but the majority, swiftly acquiring a sophisticated, though brittle veneer, stoutly and frequently
maintain that there are no answers and, if there
were, they wouldn't be found here. But who worries
about that silly stuff anyway? Let's have a beer.
It is hard to tell when the line is drawn between
the bubbling enthusiasm of the frosh and the "I
care" attitude of the sophomore. Somewhere
during the year between entering for the first
time and returning, the wise fool learns everything that there is to know. It is the sobhomore who
delights in humiliating "those children", who came
from high school. It is he who boisterously greets
seniors by their nicknames for the prestige involved.
Sophomores are oblivious to everything but that
which keeps them happy and makes them look
collegiate. Fortunately, most sophomores are not

so obnoxious as they might be with the attitude they
possess. Possibly they don't know how to utilize
those inherent qualities to their full advantage.
The enthusiastic junior is fearful and wonderful to behold. He, it is, who belongs to six religious
groups, three service organizations, and (with luck)
an honorary fraternity or two. It is also this healthy
specimen who attends the athletic functions, cheering loudly when The Team scores and soundly
damning the referees when we are penalized. The
junior is so tied up in the almighty extra-curricular
that he doesn't have time for classes. Fortunately,
at this stage in his development, he has the insight
and good fortune to choose professors who don't
really care about class attendance anyway, so
that he generally manages to pull a fairly good
average. He is the typical Joe College. After a
year of being the casual dresser, he suddenly
blossoms forth in the latest Hart-Schaffner-Marx outfits, looking impossibly Ivy. He makes it a point to
be a gentleman, drunk or sober. He is in the former
state quite frequently, but he is so comical when
tight that he is never censured. By the grace of
God, the junior somehow manages to complete the
required metamorphosis, overcoming such barriers
as faculty and administration, and becomes a
lordly senior.
Aren't seniors wonderful? They are all ten
feet tall, slender, comely, and intelligent. They look
at you with their piercing, deep-set eyes, and can
plumb the depths of your fluttering young hearts.
They walk and talk with a god-like air. They know
what there is to know, and all else is folly. It sort
of makes you humble when one of them condescends to speak to you and, if they happen to forget
your name, it is quite understandable because they
are so, so busy.
Doing what?
That is open to debate. We are told that seniors
run the school. They hold positions of responsibility, in the student body and in campus organizations. They set the pace and are the guiding lights
to all those around them. With luck, they may
even graduate. Seniors know how to utilize their
time. They are so burdened down with responsibility that they theoretically have quite a bit of freedom,
especially as regarding class attendance. This is a
rather comical legend which has sprung up from
some strange source and which is carefully nurtured by all save the faculty—who would be quite
delighted to flunk the child genius working on his
honors paper, who didn't seem to find the time to
come to Underwater Basketweaving 101 (elective).
The only prestige which comes with being a senior
is that which is fostered in the minds of the envious
lower-classmen who know not what they seek. The
senior has nothing toward which to look forward
except the rat race of the business world, which is
already flooded with horn-rimmed, crew-cut, briefcase-carrying college graduates whose gazes are
raptly fixed on that nebulous nameplate marked
"Vice-President".

THE REVELATION, SPURNED
I looked out toward the sea and felt a strange
power drawing me forward and heard a small voice,
pleasant and peaceful, saying, "Do it." I looked
directly opposite to the sea toward the distant mountains and felt the same gentle power, pushing this
time. It seemed to say, "Do it." To my left were
the towns and cities that radiated with a brutal
message saying, "Do it."
I felt pressure from three sides. Rememberances of the sources of these pressures made me
shudder in a most uncomfortable way. I did not
want to do it.
Now I was on the edge of the precipice, looking
down at the sea, with the forces still at work. I
turned to my right and saw that
this direction was free of any
form of oppression. I broke away
into a run along the edge with
the forces hard at my heels. I
ran as if endowed with a neverending wind and then was forced
to stop short of freedom by a
wall spreading upward forever
and away from the precipice toward the mountains. I had come
to the end. The forces closed in
on me with their voices saying,
"Do it; do it . . . " In panic I
looked about for an escape. The
sky above me reflected the forces.
There was no escape. Placidly, I
did it. All was over. The forces diminished. The
wall withdrew. I rested on the rocks below. I continue to rest here.
ON THIS SIDE OF THE SCHOLARLY FENCE
Jocalyn Ruskin
On this side of the scholarly fence, contrary to
general appearances, we students—if we may take
the liberty—do attend class in spirit, as well as in
body, occasionally. And during these rare moments
of united attendance, we sometimes drop our cloaks
of apathy and actually work at thinking. It is during
this thinking interlude that, unknown to the unsuspecting teacher standing before us, we become
the plaintiff and he, the defendent, in the charge
of several glaring, but not too crucial faults we
sometimes notice in him. Therefore, it might be
well worth the professor's time to hear some of
the evidence against him and to check himself in
certain areas, some of which are mentioned in this
essay. Now that we have stated our mission and
have given sufficient warning of the onslaught of
abuse to follow, will the professor please put up his
scholarly mi is and take these blows in the spirit
in which they are given—with malice and aforethought. Incidentally, if you do not find any of your
faults mentioned, you are too perfect to teach.
Let us begin this case by describing some of
the types of teachers we students encounter on our
road toward intellectualdom (in theory, if not in

practice). The first of these teacher-types we shall
call the "spoon-feeder". Bless his heart; he makes
class work fun. We simply sit back while he
pours already chewed and digested knowledge into
our heads. This knowledge, taken straight from
his notes, has been preserved for many years, as
is indicated by the tiny dust particles which permeate the air with each turn of the page.
Then, there is the "lecturer" or "let-me-talk-youlisten" type. In his opinion, we have nothing worthwhile to contribute—a not too erroneous assumption
sometimes. However, "from the mouths of babes
The Freudian type is also an interesting specimen. It would be quite an experience to investigate his youth and determine whether his "early
habits" were responsible for his viewpoint on life.
This type is particularly prevalent in literature
courses. He has a tendency to see everything
through sex-tinted glasses. It is amazing to note
that a book read in his class appears to be an entirely different one when re-read later. Yet, it must
be said in his favor, that no one sleeps in his class.
Finally, there is the teacher whose students are
actually his colleagues, his research assistants. The
only difference in our positions is that he gets the
royalty from his famous book which is composed
of facts taken from our notes. He should at least
sell us a copy of our work at whole-sale price.
In addition to these stereotypes, some teachers
have particularly outstanding traits which might
best be presented in the form of rhetorical questions.
"First of all, how stupid should you, the teacher,
make us, the students, feel?" An analogy might best
illustrate our attitude toward this matter. A student
is very similar to a balloon. When he enters a
teacher's class, he may be full of hot air. It is
the teacher's duty to deflate him, but not to pop
him. At this point, it is also in the teacher's power
to substitute the contents of the balloon, if he so
desires. By the end of the course, a student should
know his proper place.—under the teacher's heel.
There are some teachers who are especially
equipped to put a student in his place by using
their built-in verbal swords. With one fell swoop,
they can neatly slice a student to shreds. Many
of these cuts are well-earned, but keep the wounds
superficial, if you please.
There are other questions we might ask the
professor. For instance, "How are your teaching
methods?" Are they like ambushes into which the
innocent student—innocent of any knowledge, that
is—walks unsuspectingly? Are they meant only for
students who take shorthand at the rate of 200 words
per minute? Also, in this same line of questioning,
how soon do you return the test papers? What, you
lost them?" Never mind, they were probably bad
anyway. Another question we might ask about
testing methods is, "What kind of grading system
do you use? Do you grade the tests before or
after dinner, or should we ask your student assist-

ant that question?" One more question, and we
shall pursue this painful quest no further, "Do you
give your students the courtesy of a comment on
their term papers or essay tests?" After all, the poor
guys only go blind writing the 1000-page paper.
At least, tell them it's lousy.
Finally, we might ask, "Do you have the confidence of your students?" Granted that you are
human beings, like we, it is possible that you do
not know all the answers. True, this is unlikely;
but just pretend for a moment that a student may
ask a question which you are unable to answer
immediately. "How do you handle this situation?"
Please do not borrow our tactics of bluffing—we
have a patent on that device. In this particular

A final and one of the most revealing reflections of the general attitude of a teacher, both toward his subject and toward his students, is his
sense of humor—if he has one. If a teacher possesses this quality, even if he falls short in other
areas, he can often manage to smooth over some
of the rough spots in his teaching technique and
command the respect and attention of his students.
On this note we shall close our case, for it
was not our intention to reach a decision, nor could
we have, even if we had wished to do so. We
merely meant to throw a figurative bomb into the
midst of any complacency or napping on the opposite side of the scholarly fence, Therefore, before
you sit down to write the editor a heated letter of
indignation, keep this in mind—at least we have
not been indifferent.

matter, it is difficult for us to suggest a solution, but
as many of us are masters of the art of bluffing, we
can usually detect a fellow bluffer. We might suggest at this point, that some teachers are passing
up golden opportunities for research jobs or important governmental posts.
Although we have already mentioned classFEATURING FINE CLOTHES

participation in our discussion of stereotypes, we
think it is important enough to reinterate. We feel that this device is
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Another and most important
factor in the general impression a
teacher makes on his students is
clothing. "What? Is our materialism showing?" Well, believe it or
not, clothes can be distracting, in
a pejorative sense. One well-known
example is the case of the student who became
hypnotized by a professor's tie. Therefore, if you
cannot be "Ivy", at least try to be inconspicuously
conservative. Some of us students can't afford
sunglasses.

tAeyke Walk-Fitted

THE DAY AFTER GRADES ARE POSTED:

SEGMENTS

This sun-born day it is almost beyond belief
That here the heart of a nation's grief
Once lay in naked misery, blood and tears,
The broken fragments to be mended by the years.
Near a century later, soldier cap on his head,
In play, a boy speaks for the silent dead.

Virginia Norris Rhoades
Morning is day
Busily swept away
In the cobwebs of chores
As sand upon the shores
At high tide; morning is bright
Discovery, eager, light
And undefiled; to know
The morning is good, justly so.

EVALUATION
Virginia Norris Rhoades
Don't pity the stumbler,
The seeker of stars,
The believer in order from
The churning maelstrom of
Man's affairs.
Pity the cynic, the dull
Dead choker of dreams,
The ones who cannot weep—
Jackals feeding on their brothers,
Skirting the lions roaring in their kill.

But evening is heart and bone
Worn upon the smoothing stone
Of activity grown stale,
A valley far beneath pale
Stars and craggy heights, where hope
Is brittle laughter, a thin rope
Of courage caught like a rare gem
On the crest of a single stem,
Bravely shining—caught and held
Against the dark night's coming.
PORTRAIT OF YOUNG GIRL IN ART MUSEUM
Virginia Norris Rhoades
You with eyes grey as fog yet crystal clear—
You were never a child.
No wanton childish laughter hides near
Those scarce-smiling lips
Or mischief surges beneath the smooth fair
Skin of folded hands which
Patience prompted to repose.

Don't mourn the ones who,
Beaten to earth,
Grow yet again
Like the seeds
Of ages.
Sorrow for the ones
Who, when the ringing bells
Of false victory grow silent,
Fall, victims of their own disbelief,
Sterile, unable to rise again.

Beauty is a supple splendor
In tilt of chin and nose
Beneath a frame of comsilk hair-But you were never a child;
For wisdom lies
Too deep within your fog-grey eyes
And waits no turning of a key
To set the spirit free,
Save artist's touch
Through you to me.
SUNDAY IN CHICKAMAUGA PARK
Virginia Norris Rhoades
‘ss

Rebel cap pulled low over brow
He stalks in mock bravado now
Through the park. Over clipped green grass,
Beneath trees, he and his pals rush past;
They leap a stream, crouch between
Two cannons and fill the tranquil scene
With crack of rifles, in token strife
Like animated ghosts come to life.
Over a monument one climbs like a spider
And points away to a horse-mounted rider,
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"A TALE OF TWO TRADERS"
by Jeffrey Carr
R.F.D. No. 1
Ossipee, N. H.
Clarence Thompson is a trader. That is all
there is to it. It may be possible to find better
traders or worse traders, but I doubt if it would be
possible to find another Clarence. Since only a few
of us have the privilege, or maybe I should say
the misfortune, to know Clarence I am taking it
upon myself to tell you a little about one of his
more audacious transactions.
In this story, which took place in a small New
Hampshire town called East Ossippee, there are
two men in whom we are especially interested.
As you may have already guessed, Clarence
Thompson is the most interesting of these. Clarence's physical appearance is much like that of
any New England woodsman. He is tall, slightly
hump-shouldered, and walks with a roll. His deep
blue eyes, which seldom miss anything worth seeing, are set in a face which is usually covered with
two or three days' growth of beard. Like most other
woodsmen, he chews tobacco and has become very
proficient in the art of spitting. Clarence talks with
a pronounced "Down East " accent which is often
colored with words of biblical origin. His moral
standards are not complicated; as far as I know,
he has none. He once told me (after I had expressed surprise at his failing to attempt to find
the owner of a corpulent billfold which he had found
in the road), "Son, it pays to be honest," and then
added, slyly dropping his right eyelid, "but not so
well's it does to be dishonest." Clarence, for obvious reasons, does not have too many friends.
However, although he is not liked, he is respected.
Tales of his automobile trading skill have spread
far and wide, and in a somewhat shamefaced
way, the community of East Ossipee is proud of
him.
Mr. Briggs, on the other hand, is a completely
different individual. He is from Boston and owns a
summer cottage in Ossipee. Mr. Briggs is a genuine
city used-car dealer. He looks like one, acts like
one, and talks like one. He is the kind of man you
automatically associate with the "XYZ We finance
anybody" used car lots. His physical appearance
is much different from Clarence's; he is short and
fat. His round, perspiring face usually sports a large
cigar. Mr. Briggs is, or at least appears to be, friendly with everyone. He is as well liked by the community as any "summer person" can be.
These two individuals had involved themselves
in a used car trade a few years ago. Mr. Briggs occasionally drove one of his used cars up on a weekend to try to sell to some of his neighbors. On this
particular occasion he had been driving a fairly
new car. I guess that he had heard about Clarence,

and since Clarence usually trades only older cars
Mr. Briggs thought that he would drop around and
tease him with this one. Maybe before I tell you
more, I should mention something about Clarence's
house and his financial position. He lives in one of
the typical New Hampshire camps which are, in
reality, no more than tar-paper shacks. As far as
money goes, gossip has it that he has "quite a little
put away," but evidently Mr. Briggs had not heard
this. Mr. Briggs had allowed himself to be deceived
into thinking that Clarence could not possibly afford to buy a good car. Egged on by Clarence, Mr.
Briggs had half jokingly stated a lower price for the
car then he had intended and was much taken
back when Clarence produced a checkbook and
wrote a check for the full amount. Since there were
a number of other persons standing around, Mr.
Briggs realized that he would have to go through
with the deal in order not to appear foolish. Rumors
whispered that Mr. Briggs had not forgotten this incident and was biding his time until he could get
even.
One day last summer some of us boys were
sitting around talking, and somehow we soon found
ourselves talking about Clarence and Mr. Briggs.
When one of the boys hit upon the idea of getting
Clarence and Mr. Briggs wound up in another car
deal, the rest of us fell for it like senators after cranberries. Here was an idea that, no matter what the
outcome, promised at least a taste of excitement.
We easily devised a plan to get Mr. Briggs to
try to get even with Clarence. Actually, we had
only to hint to Mr. Briggs that Clarence was in the
market for a car. He beamed good will at us for
a few seconds (we had interrupted him in the middle
of a nap) then snapped his fingers, reached for a
new cigar and said, "Well now, I've got just the
automobile for Mr. Thompson. Yessir, just the automobile. You tell him I'm coming to see him next
weekend."
The next weekend we all managed to be over
at Clarence's on Saturday afternoon. Sure enough,
about five o'clock Mr. Briggs showed up driving a
fairly nice-looking five year old Plymouth. Clarence
left his job of flattening out empty beer cans (which
he planned to sell to the junkman) and walked to
inspect the car. Mr. Briggs took a couple of cigars
out of his pocket, lit one and handed the other to
Clarence. "Good day, Mr. Thompson," he puffed,
"heard you were looking for a car."
"Well," Clarence grunted, "That's funny. I
ain't particularly looking for one, but I heard you
was wantin' pretty bad to sell one." One thing about
Clarence, he always was ready with an answer.
One of the older residents of East Ossipee tells a
story about Clarence walking into a blacksmith
shop and picking up a horseshoe the blacksmith
had taken out of the fire a few minutes before. When
he quickly dropped it the Blacksmith said, "Little

hot, ain't she?" "HelL" Clarence retorted, "don't
take me long to look at a horseshoe."
After Clarence had walked around the car
several times, he "allowed as how" he would like
to drive it around.
"Sure, sure," agreed Mr. Briggs, "Help yourself." Clarence drove it off and in a few minutes
was back.
"How do you like her?" queried Mr. Briggs,
"Drive out pretty slick, doesn't she?"
"Guess so," admitted Clarence. "What'll you
take for it?"
"Well," said Mr. Briggs, "I'll tell you how it is.
In Boston we deal on a volume basis; that is, we
like to keep cars moving fast. Now this particular
car has been on the lot for about three weeks and is
taking up valuable space that we would like to use
for newer cars. Because of this, and because we
are neighbors, aw heck, I hate to do this, by Godfrie's; I'm going to do it though. I will let you have
the thing for a traction of its value, a mere pittance.
Give two hundred and I will call my wife to come
and pick me up. There now, don't say I don't treat
you right."
They "hemmed and hawed" awhile. Just as it
was getting dark, Clarence noticed that one of the
tires was going flat. Mr. Briggs looked put-out, but
he said, "Mr. Thompson, since it's almost dark and
I don't have time to change that tire now, I will
leave it in your yard for tonight, if that's OK with
you."
I expected Clarence to try to charge him rent
or at least offer some objection, but he didn't seem
to mind. "All right," ne almost smiled, "I will think
things over and talk to you in the morning."
Next morning being Sunday, everybody slept
late. When I got over to Clarence's, three or four
of the boys from town were there already. Clarence
had the tire fixed and was walking around the
Plymouth thoughtfully kicking each tire. I passed
the time of day with the boys and ambled over
and leaned against the Plymouth. When Clarence
had worked his way around to the tire closest
to me, I said, "Well, you gonna buy it?"
He grinned, something like the way the fox in
the cartoon grins as he watches a group of hunters
attempt to find his trail, "I dunno," he evaded, "I
dunno."
Just about then, Mr. Briggs eased his wife's
new Cadillac convertible into the yard. He had
a couple of his city side-kicks with him; I guess
that he had brought them along for the show. They
got out of the car and strolled over to where Clarence was still kicking tires. Mr. Briggs took the
cigar out of his mouth and spoke, "Good morning,
Mr. Thompson, good morning, boys. I see that this
is going to be one of your beautiful New Hampshire

days." He then walked around the Plymouth and
then smiled, "Very good. I see that you have fixed
the tire; thank you very much, Mr. Thompson."
"Needn't thank me," growled Clarence. "Tube
was shot to hell so I bought a new one. You owe
me three dollars and twenty-six cents."
Judging by the expression on Mr. Briggs face,
I thought that he was going to explode like a cucumber hit by a twenty-two caliber hollow-point;
but he took his billfold from his pocket and handed
Clarence a crisp five dollar bill. "Keep the change,"
he said, managing a smile. "And now, since you
have so cleverly brought the conversation around
to mercernary matters, have you made the wise decision to invest a couple of hundred dollars in this
automobile?"
"Yes," grinned Clarence, much to our surprise,
"But 1 can't see why you are selling the thing so
cheap. Got more money than you know what to
do with, have you?"
"Mr. Thompson," said Mr. Briggs, obviously
trying hard not to lose his temper, "I think that I
have sufficiently explained my reasons."
"Okeh, Okeh," agreed Clarence as he reached
for his pants' rear pocket. He stopped short, however, and snapped his fingers. "Damn," he remembered, "Most forgot. I'd kinda' like to check
that transmission oil, that is, if you don't mind, I
sped it will be OK, but it pays to be careful, you
know."
I am no psychologist, or whoever it is who
knows about such things, but it did seem to me
that Mr. Briggs was somewhat upset. He sputtered
for a few seconds and then pleaded, "Now Mr.
Thompson, there is really no need to check that
transmission, and I am in a hurry this morning. Just
to save time and argument, I will let you have it
for a hundred and eighty dollars, so I can get my
wife's car back to her before she misses it."
"Nope," replied Clarence. "Twon't take more
than a minute. Any of you loafers got a wrench?"
"Yeh," I said, and handed it to him. Mr. Briggs
looked at me like he wanted to cram the wrench
down my throat.
Clarence rolled under the Plymouth and in
a minute rolled out and stood up. "Fine," he said,
"Clean as a whistle."
I wasn't looking at Mr. Briggs then, but I wish
that I had been. When I turned around, his mouth
was open and his cigar was lying unnoticed on
the ground. He appeared to be completely bewildered. He blindly took the money which Clarence
thrust toward him and then, followed by his two
friends, walked dazedly over to his car. Mr. Briggs
and his friends climbed in and drove slowly oft
still looking confused.

We boys were more than a little disappointed.
We had expected Clarence to do or say something
at least; if merely to attempt to lower Mr. Briggs'
price a little. All in all, we were disgusted with
Clarence.
We were just getting ready to leave, when
Clarence came around the corner of the barn, carrying a heavy object wrapped in old newspapers.
"Here, give me a hand with this thing, will you?"
he ordered. We helped him heft it into the back
of the Plymouth and watched as he took the newspapers off the top of it. It was a transmission, and
it was dirty and greasy as though it had just come
off a car.
"Where in the devil did you get that thing?" I
inquired.
"I got it," Clarence answered, and shot a long
brown stream of tobacco juice over his shoulder.
He then inserted his fingers in the open drain plug
and brought it out covered with grease-covered

sawdust. He closed the trunk lid and walked around
and got into the car. "See you boys," he yawned,
as he backed out of the yard.
By that time we had begun to see a light. We
saw even brighter when Bob said,
"Say, you know something? I thought
I saw Clarence's truck parked over at
his brother's junkyard last night."
Then Rodney interrupted with, "I could
almost swear that I saw a light out
behind Clarence's barn when I took
Elsie home last night after the show."
Yes, there was no doubt about it;
Clarence had swapped the transmissions. We stood around grinning at
each other. Finally Bob said, "Well
I guess a man still has to get up pretty
early to get ahead of Clarence."
"Yep," I quipped. "Either that or stay up all
night."
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TO BE JUDGED BY THREE FACULTY

IN THE NEXT ISSUE
OF ROOK
WE WILL WELCOME
AND PUBLISH
"LETTERS TO THE EDITOR"
IN A NEW COLUMN

MEMBERS
Deadline for entries: February 1, 1961
Submit to any of Rook editorial staff

IF YOU HAVE ANY GRIPES,
COMPLAINTS, OR COMMENTS
SUBMIT YOUR LETTERS
IN THE NEW ROOK BOX

WINNING ENTRY WILL ALSO BE

IN THE TOWER ROOM

PUBLISHED IN THE SECOND ISSUE OF
ROOK, TO APPEAR IN FEBRUARY

Deadline for next issue: February 1, 1961
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"Say fellows, how do you spell 'intelligent'?"

Announcing the Rook's
UGLY MAN CONTEST

for the typical three
All you have to do is submit your picture before
Christmas. If you are the ugly man or a runner-up,
your picture will appear in the next issue of

ROOK
the magazine for any man!

ON WRITING
by
Philip Rollinson
It seems that college writers are more often
than not unduly influenced by a certain prolific
brand of contemporary writing, or perhaps contemporary writing in general. Unfortunately this
influence widely affects both the subject matter and
the technique or style evidenced by so many undergraduate literary efforts.
For the college writer it must be recognized
that the theme of perverted morality, of sex, and
crime, so prevalent in the typical paperback merely represents the publisher's striving to compete
with the popular media of television and motion
pictures. The theories of originality, of realistic inquiry into life, and the like, are just excuses for lurid
sensationalism. The appeal of this writing is to the
masses, the great majority, who without that spark
of understanding, in fact without much spark of soul
at all, appreciate this sort of trash. The tube and the
screen have the advantage of sight and the fact
that pages need not be turned, but publishers of the
day have made up for this by effectively using the
inequality of censorship. Thus while the passionate
love performances can only be hinted at on the
screen, the whole scene can be intimately described,
gloated upon, and made the most of in words, to
the delight of the millions. All is for the sake of
money and not indicative of any artistic values
at all.
So the typical college writer, unsure of himself and his ability, stoops to the low path, the
easiest way, marked out by a purely economic
trend, and he uses the same empty excuses to try
and prove to himself and to others that he is only
evincing artistic originality and realism, and not
playing the panderer to himself and his readers. As
in the contemporary writer of fiction, this thematic
and specific use of such material only indicates a
lack of talent, the absence of the ability to create
a good story, or whatever it is, without using sensationalism for a crutch. So often in college writing
it is obvious that crudity is the object and the rest
of the material merely incidental. The insertion of
incessant profanity is only one of a number of
earmarks of the immature and inadequate writer,
Crudity is not a prerequisite for realistic writing, but discretion is for any writing. Dickens, one
of the great Victorians, successfully probed the slime
of London society without stooping to filth in his
own language or in other such techniques so
popularly used now. An intimacy with good taste,
it seems, is just as necessary in artistic creation
as it is in social relationships. Certainly the perverted and vulgar are present in life, but why lower
oneself to write about them. If the compunction to
do so is present, however, obscenity in word or
scene is certainly not necessary. Such might pose

sibly indicate one's own taste, a rather poor reflection to acquire on purpose.
Again, concerning the style or technique of
expression, the college writer has sufferd from the
worst of influences in some contemporary writing.
Recently one of the foremost of these influences
that "beat guy," Jack Kerouac, wrote an article in
which he, of all people, formulated the correct procedure to be followed in creative writing. The essence of this procedure is to negelct completely or
forget constructional aspects, the use of sentences,
periods, and the like, and merely record in as
crude a way as possible so called flashes of thought,
after having worked oneself into some sort of daze
over the intended subject matter. Kerouac in unintentional, but striking irony uses as the prime
example of the success of his formula none other
than his own creative works. Anyone, after having
read, or, more properly, having attempted to decipher the first twenty pages of say, The Subterraneans, cannot help but recognize the complete
obedience to the formula and also the "success"
evidenced in this practical example, that is, if the
intention of the writer was to befuddle the reader
and keep secret what he has said (probably a good
thing in this case).
Undoubtedly, as most of us do, Kerouac finds
good prose construction to involve some hard work,
and in his completely unartistic originality merely
bypasses this most basic necessity for any work of
art. Writing, whether poetry or prose, is not the
mere haphazard recording of thought; it involves
mental discipline in the precise integration of
thought and construction in a logical unity. There
is nothing to Kerouac, whose momentary success is
apparently allowed by the same American mind
which, influenced by our economy of planned obsolescence, buys the newer model car every year
just because it is the latest and not because it performs or looks any better.
(Continued on Page 16)

We Couldn't Get The Four Freshman This Year.

ON WRITING
(Continued from Page 14)
So many college writers, reacting against
most forms of intellectual labor, write poetry without meter, illogical essays, and rambling short
stories, while following the likes of Kerouac with
some ridiculous excuse of original advance in creative forms. Some will argue that the age of accepted forms of expression negates their present
value, that a step forward
needs to be taken, and
conveniently that they are
doing just that. But one
has only to compare a
novel by Henry James or
Joseph Conrad with one
by Kerouac to realize that such avowed "steps forward" are only steps from definitive, artistic creation toward utter chaos.

TO A TINTYPE OF GREAT-GRANPAP
Bill Foster
you lived a long time ago . . .
at least as far as I'm concerned.
a tall man, and slender,
with a sad face and a depressing drooping moustache.
and your pants bagged at the knees
and were too long,
and your coat stretched at the shoulders
and was too short,
and you wore a shirt with no collar,
and a vest,
and lived respected in a small georgia town,
and begat children,
who begat children,
who begat me.
today, because you were proud to fight on the
losing side,
or perhaps because you were just a little conceited,
you stare at me
inquisitively, gun in hand, from in front of
a photographer's backdrop,
and ask, with your eyes
"who the hell are you?"

i have walked the ground you walked,
slept in the house you built,
seen your name
written in your own hand in your own books . . .
so what?
i know that you were a tanner,
that you left your mill
and took your rifle (my rifle now),
and went with the other georgians to lose a war.
i know that you were captured
(no heroics, just didn't start running soon enough)
and survived the prison,
and came home to die.
you lived a long time.
and you laughed,
and worked,
and loved,
and fought
and died,
and left behind memories
that began to dim before the grave-mound settled.
you left your life
(a grand total of 64 years)
in the memories of your children
who soon forgot incidentals
and remembered only highlights.
their children got it second hand,
an forgot some,
and passed less on,
and the last concrete tie was severed when your
son smiled and relaxed and died at the age of 83,
and left you in the trust of others.
your mill disappeared years ago.
your house will fall soon
(a hundred and ten years is a long time for a house
to stand).
i, who inherit you,
don't know where you're buried,
or much at all about you.
someday, when you
look inquisitively from your photo at one of my
grandchildren,
he will wonder
"who the hell is this?"

and rightly you ask,
for even though i bear your name,
and inherit your belongings
(your rifle is a useless antique now, your fiddle is a
wall decoration),
what can you know of me,
or i of you,
living in separate ages,
joined only by name
and the tintype?

OUR MARCHING BAND
J. L.

CORDUROY
SUIT
with reversible vest
as changeable as your

The suit most likely to succeed for its
versatility and easy good looks! In supple cotton corduroy that combines casual styling with fine tailoring. For an
unusually debonair effect you can reverse the vest to match the coat's contrasting gold rayon lining. Get your
cords in black, olive or antelope tan . . .
Regular and Long Sizes . . . at Sears!
STREET FLOOR

Campus styling in newest hopsocking weaves wool blended with
shape-retaining orlon* acrylic.

$34.95

SUBTLY NEAT AT DINNER
(vest matches)

BOLDLY SMART AT PARTY

The natural cut gives slim lines to
this vested suit you will admire
—100% wools.

$57.00

(vest contrasts)

Shop Friday and Monday 9 P. M.
Convenient Parkrite Storeside Parking
"Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back"

SEARS

Market, Broad at Sixth
Shop Daily 9:30 to 5:30
Friday and Monday 'til 9

